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Abstract: It is well-known that AND/EXOR circuits are more
easily testable than AND/OR circuits. Therefore, in this paper, we
primarily propose to use AND/EXOR realizations for implemen-
tation of the combinational logic parts of finite state machines.
Then, we investigate the effect of different state assignments (i.e.
one-hot, gray-code, etc.) and that of using different types of reg-
isters (i.e. D-type, JK-type, etc.) on the testability of finite state
machines. As the basis of our measurements, we considered two
easily testable AND/EXOR realizations; one for EXOR Sum-of-
Products expressions and the other for Generalized Reed-Muller
expressions. We make comparisons of these realizations in terms
of area and the number of test patterns as we change the state
assignment and the type of registers. We also show that 2-level
AND/EXOR realizations can yield less area than 2-level AND/OR
realizations in the implementation of finite state machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of designing highly testable finite state machines
is known to be difficult. Many of the previous solutions suggested
making the state registers partially/fully controllable and observ-
able [2,4], or inserting extra scan registers into arbitrary nodes
in the design [16]. However, these methods require difficult cir-
cuit modifications and very long pseudo-random test sequences
for Built-in Self Testing (BIST). Furthermore, they usually do not
guarantee 100% fault coverage for single stuck-at faults. A pos-
sible solution, not investigated until now, is to use easily testable
AND/EXOR circuits for the combinational logic (CL) parts of Fi-
nite State Machines (FSM).

In general, AND-EXOR logic implementations require fewer
gates and connections than AND-OR logic implementations. In
addition, they require fewer test patterns and give a testing time
complexity of ����, where � is the number of inputs. The AND-
EXOR form has been developed into a complete hierarchy of
Reed-Muller expansions using the Shannon, Positive Davio, Neg-
ative Davio expansions, and other transformations related to gen-
eralized forms [13]. Reddy showed that highly testable circuits
can be realized for the Positive Polarity Reed-Muller (PPRM) ex-
pression of a function [11]. However, since a PPRM does not
allow the complemented forms of input variables in an expres-
sion, it often yields large expressions. Because of this, researchers
have investigated other Reed-Muller forms such as Fixed Polarity
Reed-Muller (FPRM)[12], and Generalized Reed-Muller (GRM)
[14], that allow more flexibility in the expression. These usu-
ally require fewer product terms, and therefore less area [13].
Although it is not a Reed-Muller form, the most flexible (non-

restricted) AND/EXOR expression is an EXOR Sum-of-Products
(ESOP). In most cases an ESOP yields the shortest expression for
AND/EXOR circuits due to its flexibility. This form has been in-
vestigated for testability as described in [5,10].

Combinational Logic is commonly used for the next-state logic
and the output-decode logic in a sequential machine. The com-
plexity of the functions required for each of these is highly depen-
dent on the bit encoding of the internal states (state assignment)
and on the type of registers used in the realization. Therefore,
these two parameters should be taken into account when investi-
gating the overall testability of a sequential machine. For the work
described in this paper, we implemented the CL parts for a wide
variety of state machines with two, easily testable AND/EXOR
realizations. For each, we then calculated the number of tests and
the area required for these implementations with different state
assignments and different types of registers.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion, the two AND/EXOR realization schemes are given. Section
3 introduces the technology library referred to in the area measure-
ments, Section 4 presents the measurement results, and Section 5
gives our conclusions.

II. EASILY TESTABLE AND/EXOR REALIZATIONS
The first CL realization and testing scheme used in this paper

was proposed for the GRM form by Sasao in [14]. A GRM does
not have any restrictions on input variable polarities, so it is the
most flexible of the Reed-Muller forms. However, it has the limi-
tation that an expression can have only a single product term con-
taining a given subset of variables. Sasao’s easily testable GRM
realization is illustrated for the function � � � ����������� in
Figure 1. The literal part provides the complements of the input
variables. The AND part, the EXOR part, and the literal part im-
plement the GRM expression. The EXOR part is implemented as
an EXOR tree structure. The check part is designed for testability
(DFT), and added to detect faults in the literal part and in the pri-
mary inputs. Overall, this easily testable implementation requires
one additional input, �, and four additional outputs, � � � ��. The
test set proposed in [14] for this realization is dependent on the
function being realized and is therfore not universal.

The second CL realization and testing scheme used in this pa-
per was proposed for ESOPs, the most general, non-restricted
AND/EXOR expression, by Kalay (et al.) in [5]. For a given
function, an ESOP expression is always the same or shorter than
a GRM form. Figure 2 shows the easily testable ESOP realization
for the function � � ���� � ������ � ������ � ������. In
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Figure 1. Easily testable GRM realization proposed by Sasao [14].

this implementation, the names of the blocks and their functions
are very similar to those in Sasao’s. The major difference in this
implementaton is that for improved testability, the EXOR level,
linear part, is implemented as a cascade of 2-input EXOR gates
rather than as a tree of EXOR gates. For the same reason, the
check part is also implemented as a cascade of EXOR gates.
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Figure 2. Easily testable ESOP realization proposed by Kalay (et
al.) [5].

Table 1 compares the properties of the two implementation
schemes. In the table, � represents the number of product terms,
and � represents the number of primary inputs to the CL part.
Note that the test set for the implementation shown in Figure is
universal. Also note that this implementation requires a smaller
number of tests than the implementation shown in Figure 1.

III. TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY
A 0.5 micron, array-based library developed by LSI Logic Cor-

poration was used for synthesis [6]. We limited the number of
components for our measurements according to Table 2. Referring
to this table, all area measurements in this paper were expressed
in cell units, and the area of interconnections was not included.
Multiple input EXOR gates were not included in the library be-
cause both realization schemes use 2-input EXOR gates either in
a tree or in a cascade structure. Also, for multiple input AND(OR)
gates, a composite gate that is made out of 2-input AND(OR)
gates is assumed. The INVERTER gate is used only in the measu-
ments of AND/OR (SOP) implementations. This is because both

GRM(Sasao) ESOP(Kalay, et al.)
Additional gates Yes Yes

and I/O pins
Universal No Yes

test patterns
Number of tests for �� ��� � �� �
single stuck-at faults

Realization of Tree Cascade
the EXOR level

Table 1. Comparison of two AND/EXOR realization and testing
schemes.

Component Area (cell units)
INVERTER 1

AND2 2
OR2 2

XOR2 3

Table 2. The technology library used in measurements.

AND/EXOR realization schemes used in this paper implement an
INVERTER with a 2-input EXOR gate.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A synthesis tool, SYNTHA [7], was used to synthesize a

FSM based on three state assignment schemes (1-hot, gray-code,
and polynomial[8]), and three types of registers (D, JK, and T).
The benchmark FSM descriptions were selected from LGSynth93
benchmark set. SYNTHA accepts a FSM description in kiss for-
mat and generates a 2-level AND/OR (SOP) expression for the CL
part of the FSM in blif (ESPRESSO) format. The obtained SOP
expression was applied to another tool, DISJOINT [3], to obtain
an equivalent 2-level AND/EXOR expression. To obtain the min-
imal ESOP expression, this expression was applied to an ESOP
minimizer, EXORCISM [15]. Similarly, to obtain the minimal
GRM expression, the output of DISJOINT was applied to a GRM
minimizer, CGRMIN [9]. Next, the additional gates required for
the DFT parts of the aforementioned GRM and ESOP realization
schemes were designed.

Table 3 gives the number of product terms, the area (function
and DFT), and the number of tests required for the easily testable
GRM implementation of the benchmark circuits. Similarly, Ta-
ble 4 gives the same measurement data for the easily testable
ESOP implementation of the same benchmark circuits. Each en-
try in Table 3 and Table 4 is in the ��	����
 format, where �� 	� �,
and 
 are the number of product terms, the area of the functional
part, the area of the DFT part, and the number of test patterns,
respectively. Some entries in the table were left blank since the
minimization tool reached its capacity and quit due to too many
product terms or too many inputs.

Our last measurement was performed for the 2-level Sum-of-
Products (SOP) implementation of the CL part to analyze the
area differences from the AND/EXOR implementations. Two-
level implementations are important for PLDs or EXOR PLDs
(XPLDs), not only for the total area, but also for the number of



product terms and literals that the functional expression yields.
After the non-minimal SOP expression for the CL part was ob-
tained from SYNTHA, ESPRESSO [1] was used to obtain the
minimal SOP expression. It is known that AND/OR realizations
generally require non-universal deterministic or random test pat-
terns, which also require fault simulation. In addition, they require
much longer test sequences than the 2-level ESOP implementa-
tion proposed by Kalay (et al.) and shown in [5]. Table 5 gives
the number of product terms and the area for the same benchmark
circuits used for the ESOP/GRM implementations. Each entry in
Table 5 is in the ��	 format, where � and 	 are the number of
product terms, and the area of the functional part, respectively.

With three different state assignments and three different types
of registers applied to nine benchmark functions, 81 different
functions were analyzed for comparisons. The summary of the
observations can be given as follows:

� in 78 cases, the ESOP realization scheme yielded less area
than the GRM realization scheme, and in 5 of them they
yielded very close areas,

� in 26 cases, the ESOP scheme yielded significantly smaller
area than the GRM scheme, and in 9 of them the GRM
scheme yielded 3-4 times larger area.

� in all cases, the ESOP scheme required much fewer test pat-
terns. This is because the test set of the GRM scheme is
not only dependent on the number of inputs but also on the
number of product terms. Also, the GRM test set is twice as
much more sensitive to the number of inputs than the ESOP
test set.

� in all cases, the DFT area of the ESOP scheme is about 50%
of the DFT area of the GRM scheme.

� in 40 cases, ESOP realizations yielded fewer product terms
than the SOP realizations, in 17 of them ESOP yielded less
area. Also in 18 cases, both realizations yielded the same
number of product terms.

� in general, AND/EXOR implementations yielded less area
with gray-code encoding and T or D type flip-flops, whereas
AND/OR implementations yielded less area with gray-code
or polynomial encoding and JK type flip-flops.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed implementing the combinational

logic part of a finite state machine with AND/EXOR logic to
make it more testable. Two easily testable AND/EXOR realiza-
tions were compared with different state assignment schemes and
different register types. Three state assignment schemes (1-hot,
gray-code, and polynomial), and three types of registers (D, JK,
and T) were considered. The AND/EXOR realizations were com-
pared in terms of area (in number of cells) and in terms of the
number of test patterns required for each. Our results show that
the ESOP realization scheme shown in Figure 2 is far more effi-
cient than the GRM realization scheme in terms of both area and
the required number of test patterns for single stuck-at faults. The
only potential advantage of the GRM scheme is that it may have
less propagation delay because it uses an EXOR tree instead of
an EXOR cascade. (For this paper we did not investigate this.) A

further point demonstrated in this paper was the fact that two-level
AND/EXOR (ESOP) implementations can require fewer product
terms and smaller areas than the equivalent two-level AND/OR
(SOP) implementations. Remember that the ESOP test scheme
requires a minimal and universal test set, which makes it superior
for BIST as explained in [5].
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1-Hot Gray-code Polynomial
Circuit D JK T D JK T D JK T
bbara 45/1288(108)/80 45/1234(108)/80 45/1228(108)/80 38/532(52)/61 38/597(52)/61 35/485(52)/58 51/790(52)/74 44/709(64)/67 47/710(52)/70
cse 97/4148(180)/150 97/4226(180)/150 132/2804(76)/161 138/3088(76)/167 135/2605(72)/164 132/2757(80)/161 120/2387(72)/149 133/2911(60)/162

dk27 18/299(68)/41 18/320(68)/41 18/335(68)/41 14/122(28)/29 15/159(40)/30 15/150(40)/30 14/130(32)/29 16/155(28)/31 14/146(40)/29
donfile 98/5331(212)/157 96/1592(60)/117 81/1085(56)/102 90/1340(56)/111 81/1083(56)/102 108/1610(44)/129 90/1340(56)/111 108/1642(52)/129

lion 18/231(52)/37 18/243(52)/37 11/100(32)/26 11/100(32)/26 14/123(28)/29 14/123(28)/29 11/100(32)/26 14/123(28)/29 11/86(36)/26
modulo12 27/723(108)/60 27/689(108)/60 26/627(108)/59 23/228(32)/40 15/182(28)/32 13/142(32)/30 23/232(44)/40 16/186(32)/33 13/113(32)/30

s386 62/2204(156)/109 62/2264(156)/109 72/1206(84)/101 76/1357(84)/105 231/5344(80)/264 83/1472(84)/112 78/1439(76)/107 82/1526(84)/111
train11 36/992(112)/69 37/1095(112)/70 37/1056(112)/70 36/537(52)/55 41/554(52)/60 40/519(44)/59 43/603(44)/62 38/606(52)/57 40/571(56)/59
s1488 447/9548(100)/482 448/10233(92)/483 448/9951(92)/483 570/12457(92)/605 572/13398(92)/607 471/10299(92)/506

Table 3. Measurements on GRM implementations (Number of Product Terms/Functional Area (DFT Area)/Number of Test Patterns).

1-Hot Gray-code Polynomial
Circuit D JK T D JK T D JK T
bbara 37/1142(39)/21 29/930(39)/21 29/960(39)/21 23/387(21)/15 24/467(21)/15 18/340(21)/15 27/456(21)/15 23/432(21)/15 23/453(21)/15
cse 65/2849(69)/30 61/2767(69)/30 61/2783(69)/30 45/1003(33)/18 52/1055(33)/18 50/1000(33)/18 47/1019(33)/18 51/1002(33)/18 52/1036(33)/18

dk27 14/272(27)/15 14/290(27)/15 14/320(27)/15 9/113(15)/11 10/118(15)/11 10/122(15)/11 9/104(15)/11 12/149(15)/11 11/126(15)/11
donfile 100/5709(81)/33 99/5973(81)/33 56/897(27)/14 43/652(27)/14 50/769(27)/14 45/683(27)/14 63/1076(27)/14 50/769(27)/14 65/1123(27)/14

lion 10/179(21)/13 9/147(21)/13 6/79(15)/11 6/79(15)/11 8/96(15)/11 8/96(15)/11 6/79(15)/11 8/96(15)/11 7/81(15)/11
modulo12 24/738(45)/20 12/351(39)/20 12/423(39)/20 13/164(21)/12 10/119(15)/12 8/126(15)/12 14/188(21)/12 11/169(15)/12 10/136(15)/12

s386 43/1585(63)/27 39/1501(63)/27 39/1535(57)/27 31/590(33)/18 35/641(33)/18 39/1087(39)/20 32/593(39)/18 35/661(39)/18 33/644(39)/18
train11 25/787(45)/20 24/721(45)/20 24/764(45)/20 14/269(21)/13 20/333(21)/13 19/340(21)/13 18/370(21)/13 21/361(21)/13 20/349(21)/13
s1488 170/18760(171)/63 170/18742(171)/63 170/18727(171)/63 127/2872(45)/21 147/3590(45)/21 143/3498(45)/21 132/3054(45)/21 155/4575(45)/21 151/4014(45)/21

Table 4. Measurements on ESOP implementations (Number of Product Terms/Functional Area (DFT Area)/Number of Test Patterns).

1-Hot Gray-code Polynomial
Circuit D JK T D JK T D JK T
bbara 50/1351 33/963 33/983 29/359 23/323 28/415 32/413 24/363 29/431
cse 91/3619 69/2825 69/2857 51/921 50/809 57/869 53/965 47/751 57/903

dk27 14/251 14/263 14/277 11/91 10/73 11/85 11/93 11/81 13/105
donfile 96/5353 96/5161 53/764 49/636 41/550 53/706 74/1120 41/550 67/996

lion 11/155 9/123 6/51 6/51 7/56 7/56 6/51 7/56 7/59
modulo12 24/662 12/325 12/349 13/116 10/85 10/113 12/114 10/103 8/77

s386 54/1797 47/1619 47/1645 36/521 32/478 46/1016 38/512 33/526 40/604
train11 25/726 24/652 24/674 13/199 16/221 21/287 17/297 19/255 20/273
s1488 182/19683 181/19727 181/19823 156/2954 145/2781 153/3055 158/3056 152/2907 168/3281

Table 5. Measurements on SOP implementations (Number of Product Terms/Functional Area).


